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SECT,OI'J * A
shod answer questions' six questions, answer aff questions. Each question
carnes 1 mark.

i. The existence of plasrna was discovered bv 
5

2. One of the plasma criteria is
3. Temperature raised degree of ionization remains
4' Prasma is the fruid consisting of and neutrar atorn
5. Pfasma density increases, Debye length
6. 1 eV pfasma corresponds to a temperature

SECTION * B
short answer questions' Eight questions, answer any six. Each carries 2 marks. 127. W,'ite shoi.t notes on polai.ization drift.
8' write short notes 0n concept of temperature in plasma.
9. Write down the definition of plasma.

10. What is Larmor radius ?

or molecufes.
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1 1. Write short notes on Debye Shieiciing. o

12. tvlention the ditferent plasma parameters.

13. Write notes on equation of States.

14. Write short notes on Maxwell,s equation.

SECTION _ C

Problem six questions, Answer any four, Each question carries 3 marks. 12

15. Discuss how energy is conserved in plasma.

16' Show that for a slowly time - varying magnetic fieid, the magnetic mornent of aparticle is conserved.

17. Compute iD and ND for a glow clischarge with n = 1016m-3 KTe = 2eV.

i B. Discuss the gravitational instability.

19. Comp-ute Larmor radius a 10 KeV electron in the earth's magnetic field of
5.10-5T. tf v parallel is negligible.

20. Prove that plasma is diamagnetic.

SECTION _ D

Long essay questions. Four questions, answer any two. Each question carries
5 marks. 

10

21' Derive an expression for drift velocity for a plasma placed in a sinusoidal electric
fieid along with a uniform magnetic field.

22. Define plasma. Briefly explain it,s applications.

23. Discuss.about the fluid equations. By obtaining equation of continuity and
equation of state.

24. Brietly explain grad-B drift.


